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Abstract
Gamma frequencies of burst discharge (> 40 Hz) have become recognized in select cortical and non-cortical regions as being
important in feature extraction, neural synchrony and oscillatory discharge. Pyramidal cells of the electrosensory lateral line lobe
(ELL) of Apteronotus leptorhynchus generate burst discharge in relation to speciﬁc features of sensory input in vivo that resemble
those recognized as gamma frequency discharge when examined in vitro. We have shown that these bursts are generated by an
entirely novel mechanism termed conditional backpropagation that involves an intermittent failure of dendritic Na+ spike conduction. Conditional backpropagation arises from a frequency-dependent broadening of dendritic spikes during repetitive discharge, and a mismatch between the refractory periods of somatic and dendritic spikes. A high threshold class of K+ channel,
AptKv3.3, is expressed at high levels and distributed over the entire soma-dendritic axis of pyramidal cells. AptKv3.3 channels are
shown to contribute to the repolarization of both somatic and dendritic spikes, with pharmacological blockade of dendritic Kv3
channels revealing an important role in controlling the threshold for burst discharge. The entire process of conditional backpropagation and burst output is successfully simulated using a new compartmental model of pyramidal cells that incorporates a
cumulative inactivation of dendritic K+ channels during repetitive discharge. This work is important in demonstrating how the
success of spike backpropagation can control the output of a principle sensory neuron, and how this process is regulated by the
distribution and properties of voltage-dependent K+ channels.
# 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Oscillatory discharge is a widespread form of neuronal output that has been linked to a variety of neural
functions, including sensory processing, rhythmic motor
output, and the synchronization of cell populations that
underlie oscillatory discharge associated with diﬀerent
states of consciousness [26,54,59]. Oscillatory discharge
in cortical neurons has often been deﬁned as the rhythmic discharge of single spikes at rates up to and including gamma frequencies ( > 40 Hz) [40,41]. The
generation of an oscillatory series of spike bursts has
typically been associated with thalamo-cortical networks, within a frequency range of 0.1 to  20 Hz
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +403-220-8452; fax: +403-2838731.
E-mail address: rwturner@ucalgary.ca (R.W. Turner).
0928-4257/03/$ - see front matter # 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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[35,58]. The mechanisms underlying burst discharge in
this range are well understood, and include both
synaptic and ionic factors. More recently select cortical and subcortical neurons have been found capable
of generating oscillatory burst discharge with a period
that occurs at even the highest gamma frequencies.
Cells that exhibit this activity have been dubbed as
chattering cells, high threshold bursters, or fast rhythmic bursters, although all share similarities in burst
discharge characteristics [8,9,18,27,52,57,59]. The
mechanisms underlying burst output at these high
frequencies have only recently come under investigation [8,62,63,68].
We recently identiﬁed the mechanism underlying
gamma frequency burst discharge in a pyramidal cell of
the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) of the weakly
electric ﬁsh Apteronotus leptorhynchus (Brown Ghost
Knife ﬁsh) [13,25,63]. The highly laminar organization of
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the ELL provides ready access to somatic and dendritic
regions of pyramidal cells in in vitro slice preparations,
allowing us to identify key elements that underlie or
modulate burst discharge. This work has shown that
ELL pyramidal cells employ an entirely novel
mechanism for generating burst output that arises
from diﬀerences in the properties of somatic and dendritic Na+ spikes. These diﬀerences produce an intermittent failure of spike backpropagation from the
soma into apical dendrites that groups repetitive discharge into a series of spike bursts [13,25]. The simplicity of the mechanisms underlying this ‘‘conditional
backpropagation’’ makes it very likely that it will be
used in many other bursting neurons. The importance
of this work was further emphasized by the ﬁnding
that ELL pyramidal cells generate burst discharge in
vivo in relation to speciﬁc aspects of sensory input,
indicating a role for spike bursts in at least feature
extraction [15,37]. The generation of burst discharge is
also apparently under the control of descending
synaptic inputs in vivo [2,3], providing a means of
regulating burst discharge in relation to ongoing sensory information.
This review will brieﬂy summarize the features that
regulate dendritic spike backpropagation in ELL pyramidal cells, as examined through in vitro slice and dissociated cell preparations, and through use of a recently
constructed compartmental model.

2. Materials and methods
All recordings of spike discharge were obtained using
a well established in vitro ELL slice preparation and
single microelectrode recordings from either the soma
or apical dendrites of separate pyramidal cells [25,63].
Synaptic inputs were activated by placement of a bipolar nichrome stimulating electrode on the tractus stratum ﬁbrosum (tSF). Outside-out patch clamp
recordings of AptKv3.3 K+ channels were obtained
using a spread-print preparation that provides an organotypic and partially dissociated thin ELL tissue slice
maintained in vitro [46]. All recordings were obtained at
room temperature. Average values are expressed as
mean  S.D. and statistical signiﬁcance calculated using
a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test or student’s T-test
(**P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001). The model was generated
from a reconstructed basilar pyramidal cell as 312 compartments of varying diameter and length using the
simulation software Neuron, with ion channel distributions and spike properties constrained as much as possible by experimental data [13]. All further details as to
dissection procedures, molecular and immunocytochemical protocols, and kinetic parameters used in the
compartmental model can be found in recent publications [13,25,45,46].

3. Results
3.1. ELL structure and physiology
The ELL is a medullary nucleus that is in direct
receipt of primary aﬀerent input from ganglion cells
that transmit the activity of electroreceptors on the
body surface. The ELL is highly laminar in being comprised of a dorsal molecular layer, pyramidal cell layer,
granule cell layer and a ventral deep ﬁber layer containing primary aﬀerent inputs [5,32]. It is further organized into four distinct sensory maps of electroreceptor
distribution that can be visualized in transverse sections
across the medio-lateral extent as a medial (MS), centromedial (CMS), centrolateral (CLS) and lateral (LS)
segment (Fig. 1A) [5]. The three more lateral maps
(CMS, CLS, LS) receive a common input from tuberous
electroreceptors that trifurcate before terminating on
the basilar dendrites of granule or pyramidal cells.
Anatomical work indicates no substantial diﬀerence in
the underlying circuitry or any connections between
these maps [32,34]. Despite these similarities in circuitry
and aﬀerent input, recordings in vivo have revealed a
diﬀerential sensitivity of pyramidal cells across the
CMS, CLS and LS maps to the frequency of sensory
input. Shumway [55] ﬁrst reported a diﬀerence in pyramidal cell responsiveness to the frequency of amplitude
modulations of an externally applied electric ﬁeld, with
CMS cells responding best to low frequencies ( 1–10
Hz) and LS to higher frequencies ( 50–120 Hz) [55].
Distinctions between these maps were later made at the
functional level by their required presence for such
behaviours as the Jamming Avoidance Response (CMS)
or detecting transient variations in the electric organ
discharge (chirps) used for communication purposes
(LS) [36]. These results indicate the presence of a neural
mechanism that is regulated across the sensory maps to
establish pyramidal cell frequency sensitivity.
Our work using in vitro ELL slice preparations has
identiﬁed two forms of oscillatory discharge that could act
as postsynaptic mechanisms to establish pyramidal cell
responsiveness to sensory input. One is a relatively slow
form of oscillatory discharge that is generated by slow
subthreshold shifts in membrane potential that drives
repetitive spike discharge in pyramidal cells [65]. This
form of oscillation also exhibits identiﬁable shifts in such
factors as oscillation period, burst duration, and spike
frequency across the sensory maps that are consistent with
the frequency sensitivity of pyramidal cells in vivo. Our
preliminary data strongly suggests that this slow form of
oscillation is driven by ELL granule cells, with pyramidal
cell discharge following the rhythmic activity of granule
cells through gap junction and synaptic connections
(R.W. Turner, L. Maler, unpublished observations).
A second form of oscillation arises entirely from an
interaction between somatic and dendritic regions of
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Fig. 1. ELL structure and physiology. (A) A transverse cresyl-violet stained section at the level of the medulla illustrating the laminar organization
of the ELL, with a prominent pyramidal cell layer (PCL) containing the cell bodies of pyramidal cells. Lines indicate the boundaries between four
separate topographic maps in which pyramidal cells in the outside three maps (CMS, CLS, LS) have been shown to diﬀerentially respond to the
frequency of amplitude modulations in an applied external electric ﬁeld (insets beside ELL maps) [55]. (B) Biocytin-ﬁlled pyramidal cell and representative recordings of current-evoked burst discharge in separate CMS pyramidal cell impalements at the level of the soma or proximal apical
dendrites in vitro. Note that spike bursts are composed of a sequence of spikes that increase in frequency and are terminated by a spike doublet and
burst AHP (burst AHPs and oscillation period are denoted by linked arrows).

pyramidal cells that gives rise to a process termed
‘‘conditional backpropagation’’ [25]. This process
results in a repeating series of spike bursts that are
entirely intrinsic to pyramidal cells and can be recorded
at both the somatic and proximal apical dendritic level
(Fig. 1B). Given the similarities between this form of
burst discharge and the spike bursts recorded in vivo,
this review will focus on the soma–dendritic interactions
that underlie conditional backpropagation. Work discussed in this review also pertains almost exclusively to
pyramidal cells positioned in the CMS sensory map
when examined in vitro at room temperature.
3.2. Pyramidal cell spike discharge and afterpotentials
Like other central neurons examined to date, the
lowest threshold for Na+ spike discharge in ELL pyramidal cells is in the soma/axon hillock region, ensuring
that depolarizations will initiate spike discharge near the
soma [63]. ELL pyramidal cells are also similar to many
other cell types in expressing a suﬃcient density of Na+
channels in apical dendrites to support an active backpropagation of Na+ spikes from the soma. Pyramidal
cells diﬀer from most other cells, however, in that these
spikes conduct actively over only  200 mm of a  800
mm dendritic tree. As a result, there are characteristic
diﬀerences in somatic and dendritic spikes, and these
diﬀerences increase rapidly with distance from the soma
[61]. Somatic spikes are large in amplitude and narrow
in duration, and are followed by both fast and slow
afterhyperpolarizations (fAHP, sAHP). By comparison,
dendritic spikes are smaller in amplitude, rapidly
increase in duration with distance from the soma, and
are followed by only a sAHP (Fig. 2A). We determined

that the large diﬀerence in the duration of somatic and
dendritic spikes provides a situation in which dendritic
spikes promote return current ﬂow to the soma to generate a depolarizing afterpotential (DAP) (Fig. 2B). The
somatic DAP proves to be a very important aspect of
membrane excitability, in that during repetitive spike
discharge the amplitude of the DAP is potentiated
(Fig. 2C). As a result, the AHPs that follow somatic
spikes decrease in their ability to repolarize the cell,
allowing the DAP to steadily increase the frequency of
spike discharge. Eventually the DAP triggers a high
frequency doublet at the soma that is followed by a
large amplitude burst AHP that temporarily inhibits
spike discharge (Fig. 2C). A similar pattern of spike
discharge occurs in the dendrites, although the spike
doublet and burst AHP are reduced in amplitude compared to the soma (Fig. 2C). This pattern of activity is
produced in a repeating manner to group spike output
into a oscillatory series of spike bursts. It is a pattern of
output that proves to be very characteristic and reproducible, and generated in at least 60% of both basilar
and non-basilar pyramidal cell classes in the CMS [25].
3.3. Factors underlying oscillatory burst discharge
Given the clear inﬂuence of the DAP in pyramidal
cells, we have examined the soma–dendritic interactions
that regulate DAP amplitude. This work indicates that
DAP potentiation during repetitive discharge does not
involve a progressive decrease in the amplitude of the
somatic fAHP or sAHP (i.e. through a shift in EK), or
any recurrent Ca2+-dependent synaptic connections
[25]. We also have no evidence for a contribution by the
hyperpolarization-activated inward currents Ih or IT to
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Fig. 2. Soma–dendritic interactions in spike discharge drive the burst depolarization. (A) Representative dendritic and somatic spike recordings
from separate pyramidal cells illustrating diﬀerences in spike duration and afterpotentials. (B) Hypothesis for the generation of a somatic DAP, in
which spike discharge initiated at the soma (1) backpropagates and increases in duration over the proximal apical dendrites (2). The longer duration
dendritic spike re-depolarizes the soma as a DAP (3). (C) Expanded view of a single spike burst in separate somatic and dendritic recordings aligned
for comparison. The somatic DAP is potentiated during repetitive spike discharge until it generates a high frequency somatic spike doublet (double
linked arrows). The doublet is followed by a burst AHP (bAHP) that terminates a given burst and promotes recovery from changes in dendritic and
somatic potentials. Spike amplitude in the somatic recording in C are truncated.

burst discharge in CMS pyramidal cells. Comparisons
between somatic and dendritic spike discharge, however, have revealed key diﬀerences that promote DAP
potentiation. The ﬁrst is that during current-evoked
burst discharge, there is a selective increase in the duration of dendritic (but not somatic) spikes (Fig. 3A and
B). This results primarily from a decrease in the rate of
repolarization of dendritic spikes (Fig. 3A–C), with a
concomitant decrease in the amplitude of the dendritic
sAHP, and an increase in dendritic spike duration of up
to 60% over control by even the third spike of a burst
(Fig. 3A and C) [25].
A second aspect of burst discharge is the existence of
a clear threshold for generating burst output. During
the presentation of low levels of current injection, pyramidal cells exhibit only tonic spike discharge, but
undergo a transition to burst output as current injection
is increased. A current-frequency analysis revealed that
burst threshold is characterized by the occurrence of
interspike intervals (ISIs) in the range of  3–8 ms
( 125–300 Hz; Fig. 3D) [25]. By controlling the ISI
between spike discharge using antidromic stimulus
pairs, we determined that ISIs in this range evoked not
only an increase in dendritic spike duration, but also a
temporal summation of dendritic spikes that increased
the net membrane voltage in the apical dendrite
(Fig. 3E). This range of ISIs corresponds closely to
those that promote a potentiation of the DAP at the
soma (Fig. 3F).
The close correspondence between dendritic voltage
and DAP amplitude in the antidromic condition-test
experiments extended even to a decrease in both parameters at ISIs shorter than  3 ms (Fig. 3E and F). A

decrease in DAP amplitude at short ISIs was previously
proposed to reﬂect a failure or reduction of dendritic
spike discharge at ISIs that approached the dendritic
spike refractory period [63]. Indeed, the third important
factor for burst discharge is a gradual increase in the
relative refractory period of spike discharge from the
soma and over the proximal apical dendrites (Fig. 4)
[25]. The reason for an increase in refractory period has
not been ﬁrmly established, but likely relates to a
decrease in the density of both Na+ channels and K+
channels involved in spike repolarization with distance
along the dendritic tree. The ﬁnal diﬀerence in refractory period between somatic and distal dendrites is
substantial, in that spikes recorded only  200 mm from
the soma can exhibit a refractory period over three
times longer than that in somatic recordings (Fig. 4B).
On average, we found that the relative refractory period
at the soma was 2.6  0.64 ms (n=12), while that in
dendritic recordings 5100 mm from the soma was
4.5  0.93 ms (n=14). By comparison, the average ISI
for spike doublets measured at the soma was 3.9  1.08
ms (n=12), indicating that the ISI of spike doublets fall
within the dendritic refractory period.
3.4. Conditional backpropagation
The three factors identiﬁed above proved to be suﬃcient to account for the generation of burst discharge in
pyramidal cells, as summarized in Fig. 5. Our working
hypothesis is that during repetitive discharge at ISIs
above  8 ms, spike discharge initiated at the soma is
faithfully backpropagated into apical dendrites
(Fig. 5A). At ISIs less than  8 ms, repetitive discharge
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Fig. 3. Frequency-dependent control of spike and burst discharge properties. (A) A dendritic recording of two current-evoked bursts (burst AHPs
denoted by arrows). Inset at right shows expanded and superimposed views of the ﬁrst (dark trace) and third dendritic spike (grey trace) in the
indicated burst. Note the substantial decrease in the rate of repolarization and increase in dendritic spike duration during a burst. (B) A separate
somatic recording exhibiting spike bursts in response to current injection. Note the lack of change in the rate of somatic spike repolarization during
a burst (inset). (C) Plot of the average spike width for the recordings shown in A and B (excluding spike doublets). Note the select change in dendritic spike properties (n=7 somatic and 8 dendritic bursts). Spike width was measured at a time corresponding to 10% of spike amplitude. (D) An
interval histogram of the average ISI at the threshold for current-evoked burst discharge indicates that burst discharge begins at ISIs between 3
and 8 ms (n=32 soma and 11 dendrites; binwidth=1). Data were ﬁt by a Gaussian function to a peak value of 5.51.38 ms. (E) and (F) Plots of the
absolute voltage of the dendritic response and somatic DAP at varying antidromic condition–test (C–T) intervals in two representative cases. Insets
provide examples of spike pairs at C-T intervals of 4.7 ms (E) and 3.7 ms (F). Dashed lines indicate the latency for measurement of voltage at the
estimated peak of the somatic DAP. Note the close correspondence between the absolute voltage attained in apical dendrites and somatic DAP
amplitude, including a gradual reduction at shorter C–T intervals. Data are modiﬁed from [25] with permission from Journal of Neurophysiology.

promotes a frequency-dependent broadening of dendritic spikes that potentiates the somatic DAP (Fig. 5B).
The DAP eventually triggers a spike doublet that is
outside the range of the somatic spike refractory period,
allowing two full somatic spikes to be discharged
(Fig. 5B). However, the ISI of spike doublets is inside
the refractory period of dendritic membrane. As a
result, the ﬁrst spike of the somatic doublet backpropagates, but the second fails to conduct, leading to
one full dendritic spike and a small potential as the second component of the dendritic spike doublet. This
small potential proves to be very similar to the response
previously established as representing a passive reﬂection of spike discharge at the soma. The generation of a
spike doublet thus signiﬁes the functional equivalent of
‘‘shutting down’’ the entire dendritic depolarization
from one spike to the next, allowing the membrane to
repolarize in the form of a burst AHP. The burst AHP
provides suﬃcient time for recovery from the changes
induced during the previous spike burst, allowing this
sequence of events to be repeated.
The above process in which dendritic spikes ﬁrst drive
burst discharge in a frequency-dependent manner, but
then exceed a limit deﬁned by their refractory period to
block backpropagation represents an entirely novel

mechanism for generating burst discharge. We view this
as an inherently simple and highly reproducible endpoint that results from basic diﬀerences in the properties
of somatic and dendritic spikes. Yet it is very dynamic
in generating burst discharge at frequencies that range
from 5–150 Hz; the widest range of burst output that we
are aware of in a central neuron. Our most recent work
indicates that this range of burst frequencies is closely
linked to the rate of potentiation of the DAP [39]. Since
the rate of DAP potentiation reﬂects activity in dendrites, we have examined K+ channels in pyramidal
cells that could account for the change in dendritic spike
repolarization.
3.5. Dendritic K+ channels and burst discharge
Voltage-dependent ion channels are known to be distributed widely over the soma–dendritic axis of neurons,
with important consequences to the properties of spike
discharge in dendritic regions [19,29,30,56,64,71]. The
‘‘Kv300 (Shaw) class of K+ channels have many characteristics that make them well suited to control the rate
of spike repolarization. Each of the four principle subtypes deﬁned in mammals (Kv3.1–Kv3.4) share the
properties of a high threshold for activation ( 10
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Fig. 4. Spike refractory period increases over the soma-dendritic axis.
(A) Representative examples of antidromically evoked spike discharge
in separate somatic and dendritic recordings at 100 mm and 200 mm
from the soma. Note the decrease in spike amplitude and increase in
duration with distance from the soma. (B) A scatter plot of relative
refractory periods measured with antidromic stimulus pairs at all
locations with respect to spike half-width indicates a substantial
increase in refractory period with distance from the soma (n=27;
r=0.75; P<0.0001). Data are modiﬁed from [25] with permission
from Journal of Neurophysiology.

mV) and a fast rate of activation and deactivation [49].
As such, they have been established as important to
repolarizing action potentials in several high frequency
ﬁring cell types, including those in the auditory system
[14,42,50,67]. In this regard, the ELL shares many
characteristics with the dorsal cochlear nucleus [33], and
can discharge spikes at rates of up to 475 Hz [25]. We
therefore initiated a study to clone and sequence the
Shaw family of K+ channels from a cDNA library
established from Apteronotus brain. This work has
identiﬁed two Kv3 genes and obtained partial cDNAs
for three other Kv3 genes [44,46,47]. In situ hybridization studies revealed that the apteronotid homologue of
Kv3.3, AptKv3.3, is expressed at very high density in
both pyramidal and granule cells of the ELL (Fig. 6A)
[46]. Further development of a polyclonal antibody to
the C-terminus of AptKv3.3 revealed that these channels are distributed at apparently high density over the
entire soma-dendritic axis of pyramidal cells (Fig. 6B).
Indeed, immunolabel was detected over the soma and
dendritic processes of the majority of ELL cell types,
including granule cells (Fig. 6C), deep basilar pyramidal
cells (Fig. 6D), and multipolar cells (Fig. 6D). By com-

Fig. 5. Working hypothesis of conditional backpropagation. (A) and
(B) Representative spike bursts in separate pyramidal cell somatic and
dendritic recordings aligned for comparison. The records in A illustrate the somatic contribution to dendritic activity during a burst,
while records in B the dendritic contribution to the somatic burst
depolarization. The relative weights of inﬂuence are shown by the size
and shading of arrows. (A) Each successive somatic spike during the
early phase of a burst triggers a full backpropagating dendritic spike.
(B) Beyond a minimal spike frequency of 125 Hz, successive dendritic spikes in a burst are longer in duration than the last, progressively
increasing current ﬂow back to the soma (shaded arrows). There is a
resulting potentiation of DAP amplitude until the DAP reaches threshold to trigger a spike doublet at the soma. The refractory period of dendritic membrane (4.5 ms) is longer than the ISI of the spike doublet (3.0
ms), which prevents backpropagation of the second spike of the pair.
This failure of backpropagation eliminates the dendritic depolarization
that drives the spike burst (denoted by dashed arrow), and is followed by
membrane repolarization by a subsequent burst AHP. Data are taken
from [25] with permission from Journal of Neurophysiology.

parison, double labeling with an antibody to neuroﬁlament revealed little if any AptKv3.3 immunolabel on
axonal membranes or in presynaptic termination zones
[45]. The prominence of a dendritic distribution of
AptKv3.3 channels stands in stark contrast to the distribution of any other Kv3 channel subtype, in that
Kv3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 channels have been localized only
to somatic, axonal or presynaptic membranes
[38,53,69,70]. In fact, only a handful of voltage-dependent K+ channels have been localized to dendritic
membranes, implying an important role for this channel
in signal processing in the ELL.
3.6. Physiological studies of AptKv3.3 K+ channels
To examine the properties of AptKv3.3 channels
through patch clamp recordings, we developed a novel
technique to partially dissociate thin ELL tissue slices to
remove a heavy investment of glia in the pyramidal cell
body region [46]. The approach of ‘‘spread printing’’ we
have used represents an extension of an earlier methodology of tissue printing developed for this system [23],
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Fig. 6. AptKv3.3 K+ channels are highly expressed in ELL pyramidal cells. (A) Dark ﬁeld micrograph indicating distribution of AptKv3.3 mRNA
at the medullary level. Note the dense labeling of the ELL pyramidal (PCL) and granule cell (GCL) body layers. (B) Immunolabel for AptKv3.3 K+
channels reveals an extensive distribution over the entire soma-dendritic axis of pyramidal cells. Arrows indicate labeling past primary and secondary
branchpoints. (C) and (D) AptKv3.3 immunolabel is membrane-associated and distributed over the soma and dendrites of several ELL cell types:
granule cell I, large arrow; granule cell II, arrowheads; deep basilar pyramidal and multipolar cell, small arrows. (E) and (F) Outside-out patch clamp
recordings obtained from the soma (E) or proximal apical dendrites (F) reveal a high density of fast activating, inactivating K+ channels consistent
with Kv3.3 channel kinetics. (G) Low concentrations of 4-AP block AptKv3 channels, shown here for a dendritic outside-out macropatch recording.
Abbreviations not in text: CCb, corpus cerebelli; EGp, eminentia granularis pars posterior; VML, ventral molecular layer. Scale bars represent 500
mm in A, 100 mm in B, 10 mm in C and D. Data are taken from [45,46], with modiﬁcations (#2001 by the Society for Neuroscience).

but with far higher cell yield and structural preservation. The strengths of this procedure are that it allows
one to obtain a partially dissociated tissue slice within
15 min of cutting tissue sections on a vibratome without
the use of proteolytic enzymes. Moreover, the dissociation is primarily restricted to the pyramidal cell body
layer, providing an organotypic distribution of cells on
a glass coverslip in which synaptic inputs in the molecular layer remain intact. By using diﬀerential interference contrast optics and infrared light transmission,
we are able to visually identify pyramidal cells and
examine the properties of K+ channels in the soma and
proximal apical dendrites using on-cell or outside-out
patch recordings.
Patch clamp recording studies revealed a high density
of voltage-dependent K+ channels in somatic and dendritic membranes that have kinetic properties consistent
with Kv3.3 channels [45]. Speciﬁcally, channels isolated

in the outside-out patch recording mode have a single
channel conductance of  25 pS, a high threshold for
activation of macro-patch currents (  20 mV), and a
slow inactivation of =330  87 ms. The channels are
also highly sensitive to external application of 4-AP
(< 100 mM) and TEA (IC50=78 mM). These properties
are virtually identical to those obtained through similar
recordings of AptKv3.3 channels expressed in isolation
after transfection of cDNA in human embryonic kidney
(HEK) cells. Although CMS pyramidal cells also
express AptKv3.1 K+ channels, the relative density of
mRNA is approximately 50:1 AptKv3.3: AptKv3.1,
suggesting a more prominent expression of AptKv3.3
channels [46]. AptKv3.1 channels also give rise to a noninactivating current when expressed in HEK cells (AJ
Rashid, RJ Dunn, unpublished observations). Therefore, the expression pattern and kinetic and pharmacological properties of K+ channels recorded in situ
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provides strong support for their identiﬁcation as
AptKv3.3 K+ channels.
At this time there are no established speciﬁc blockers
for Kv3.3 K+ channels. Other voltage-dependent channels are also known to be blocked by low concentrations of TEA or 4-AP, including large conductance
Ca2+-activated K+ channels (BK) and K+ channels of
the Kv1 (Shaker) class. However, we recently established that neither of these channel classes contribute to
spike repolarization in dendritic or somatic regions of
pyramidal cells [39]. As a result, we can use low concentrations of 4-AP or TEA as relatively selective
blockers for Kv3 channels to identify their functional
role in spike repolarization and burst discharge. These
studies established that Kv3 K+ channels contribute to
the repolarization of both somatic and dendritic spikes
[46]. This led to the prediction, based on our working
hypothesis of the interaction between dendritic and
somatic spikes (Fig. 2B), that a reduction in dendritic
AptKv3 conductance should modulate DAP amplitude
and thus burst discharge. This was tested by focally
ejecting 4-AP or TEA in dendritic regions (Fig. 7). We

found that dendritic application of 4-AP or TEA slowed
the rate of dendritic spike repolarization; promoting an
increase in dendritic spike duration (Fig. 7A–C) and a
selective potentiation of the DAP at the soma
(Fig. 7D–F). As a result, blocking dendritic Kv3 channels reliably shifted cell output from tonic to burst discharge [46]. This provides the important result that
reducing the eﬀectiveness of Kv3 channels in repolarizing dendritic spikes can determine the threshold and
occurrence of burst discharge in pyramidal cells.
3.7. Simulations of spike backpropagation and burst
discharge
In order to further test hypotheses regarding the ionic
control of burst discharge, we recently constructed a
detailed compartmental model of a basilar pyramidal
cell [13]. The model is comprised of 312 compartments
varying in diameter from 0.5 to 11.6 mm and adjusted to
produce isopotential compartments no longer than 25
mm. The model currently contains 10 ionic currents,
including somatic and dendritic fast activating Na+

Fig. 7. Dendritic spike repolarization controls burst threshold. (A)–(C) The eﬀects of dendritic 4-AP ejection on dendritic spike discharge. (A),
Schematic diagram of a pyramidal cell indicating an intradendritic recording (white ﬁlled electrode) and pressure electrode for focal ejection of 2 mM
4-AP (shaded ﬁll). (B) Control recordings showing current-evoked spike discharge set below threshold for generating burst discharge. Insets to the
left in B and C show expanded views of the ﬁrst current-evoked spikes in control and test recordings (asterisks). (C) Focal ejection of 4-AP broadens
the dendritic spike by slowing spike repolarization and shifts cell output from a tonic to bursting pattern (burst AHPs denoted by arrows). Inset
shows the control and test (thick trace) responses superimposed. (D)–(F) The eﬀects of dendritic 4-AP ejection on somatic spike discharge. (D)
Schematic diagram of a pyramidal cell indicating an antidromic stimulating electrode (double wires), intrasomatic recording electrode (white ﬁll), and
pressure electrode for focal drug ejection of 2 mM 4-AP (shaded ﬁll). (E) Control intrasomatic recordings of antidromic spike discharge and associated DAP (open arrow), and current-evoked spike discharge when set below threshold for generating burst discharge. (F) Focal ejection of 4-AP
selectively enhances the somatic DAP (open arrow) as shown by superimposition of the antidromic control and test (thick trace) response. This is
suﬃcient to convert cell output from a tonic to bursting pattern (burst AHPs denoted by arrows). Data are taken from [46], with modiﬁcations
(#2001 by the Society for Neuroscience).
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(INa), fast activating, non-activating persistent Na+
(INaP), delayed rectiﬁer K+ (IDr), a fast transient
‘‘A’’-type K+ current, and AptKv3.3 K+ channels. The
distribution of Na+, NaP, and AptKv3.3 conductance
was guided by immunocytochemical and electrophysiological data [4,25,45,63], and AptKv3.3 kinetics
were matched to those recorded in isolation when
expressed in HEK cells [46]. The conductance and distribution of other channels were ﬁt by matching simulations to experimental data of spike discharge
properties recorded in vitro.
Fig. 8 illustrates the accuracy of the current model in
reproducing somatic spike discharge and backpropagation of spikes over the initial  200 mm of apical
dendrites (cf Fig. 8A and B). A large diﬀerence in the
duration of somatic and dendritic spikes leads to the reexcitation of somatic membrane by current ﬂow from
dendrite to soma in the form of a DAP. The role of
dendritic spikes in DAP generation is evident when
removal of active dendritic sites produces a much larger
fAHP at the soma (Fig. 8C). The dendritic compartment under these conditions is only excited by a small
pre-potential that reﬂects a passively conducted representation of the somatic spike (Fig. 8C). This agrees
with earlier experimental work in which focal dendritic
TTX application uncovered a small pre-potential in
dendrites that was linked to somatic spike discharge
[63]. Finally, the model reproduces an increase in
refractory period from soma and over the apical dendrites (not shown).
Despite having in place a representation of spike discharge, conduction, and refractory period over the
soma–dendritic axis, we found that the core model generated only tonic spike discharge at all levels of membrane depolarization (Fig. 9A). We therefore tested
several ionic factors known to contribute to burst dis-
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charge in other cells, including a slowly activating K+
current, dendritic Na+ channel inactivation, and slowly
activating inward current. Although some of these
manipulations resulted in burst output, none of them
produced the key features of conditional backpropagation found in pyramidal cells. In contrast, we
found that introducing a single factor, namely a cumulative inactivation of dendritic K+ conductance, was
necessary and suﬃcient to reproduce virtually all aspects
of conditional backpropagation and burst discharge
(Fig. 9B and C). This included a frequency-dependent
broadening of dendritic spikes and potentiation of the
DAP, a decrease in ISI during repetitive discharge, and
termination of bursts by a spike doublet that blocked
backpropagation and the dendritic depolarization driving the burst (Fig. 9D). The subsequent burst AHP that
followed each spike doublet was further capable of
promoting recovery of the dendritic K+ conductance
and all associated changes during the previous burst
(Fig. 9C), such that the process of conditional backpropagation could be activated in an oscillatory fashion. The model further reproduced the presence of a
distinct threshold separating tonic and burst discharge
during current-evoked depolarizations, as reported earlier for pyramidal cells [25].
3.8. Burst discharge invoked by descending synaptic inputs
In considering the functional relevance of burst discharge to electrosensory processing, it will be important
to determine the ability for synaptic inputs to trigger or
facilitate the generation of spike bursts. One candidate
pathway is the tSF, a fast myelinated descending projection that originates in the nucleus praeemenentialis
dorsalis (nPd). Stellate cells in the nPd have been
shown to receive input from ELL pyramidal cells and

Fig. 8. A compartmental model of pyramidal cell accurately reproduces spike backpropagation. (A), Superimposed antidromically activated spikes
from separate somatic and dendritic recordings ( 200 um from soma). Note the diﬀerence in spike amplitude and duration between somatic and
dendritic sites. The somatic DAP is enlarged in the inset. (B), Superimposed somatic and dendritic spike simulations ( 200 mm from the soma)
evoked by depolarizing somatic current injection in a compartmental model of pyramidal cells. Note the close correspondence between simulation
(B) and experimental data (A). The somatic DAP is enlarged within the inset for comparison with A. (C), Superimposed somatic and dendritic spike
simulations in the model evoked in response to somatic current injection, but with all Na+ conductance removed from dendritic compartments.
Note that the somatic DAP is entirely removed, uncovering a prominent fAHP at the soma. Only a small passive response is reﬂected into apical
dendrites upon the discharge of somatic spikes under this condition (arrow). Data are modiﬁed from [13] with permission of Journal of Neurophysiology.
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Fig. 9. Cumulative inactivation of dendritic K+ current is suﬃcient to produce conditional backpropagation and burst discharge. All simulations
have a depolarizing current of 0.6 nA applied to the somatic compartment. (A) The core model that reproduces spike backpropagation generates
only repetitive spike discharge in response to depolarization (simulations shown at the soma). (B) Introducing a cumulative inactivation of IDr,d
promotes robust burst discharge with all elements inherent to conditional backpropagation; including a gradual decrease in ISI, an increase in DAP
amplitude, and the discharge of a spike doublet and subsequent burst AHP. (C) The dynamics of the gating variable hDr,d as the burst shown in B
evolves, indicating a cumulative inactivation of hDr,d during bursts. Removal of inactivation occurs rapidly during the burst AHP that follows each
spike doublet (arrows). Units shown correspond to the normalized fraction of open channels. (D) A comparison between experimentally recorded
and simulated burst discharge in ELL pyramidal cells. In the top row are expanded traces of somatic and dendritic spike bursts illustrating a DAP
potentiation at the soma, dendritic spike broadening, and failure of dendritic backpropagation at the end of spike bursts. In the lower row are
comparable views of a single spike burst in the soma and dendrite, as simulated by the compartmental model when a cumulative inactivation of IDr,d
is incorporated. Note the close correspondence in virtually all aspects of spike discharge and afterpotentials between experimental data and simulations. Data are modiﬁed from [13] with permission of Journal of Neurophysiology.

topographically project excitatory glutamatergic feedback to the proximal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells
[6,51]. This may have particular functional signiﬁcance,
as the site for termination of tSF inputs overlaps closely
with the distribution of dendritic Na+ channels that
support spike backpropagation [63]. Any reduction of
dendritic K+ conductance by synaptic inputs would
provide an eﬀective means of recruiting burst discharge
according to activity in the ELL–nPd recurrent loop. In
fact, focal activation of descending synaptic inputs to the
ELL has been proposed by Maler to represent a searchlight mechanism to enhance pyramidal cell activity [5,6].
We have begun to investigate the potential for tSF
synaptic inputs to generate burst discharge in pyramidal
cells. Bastian et al. [7] established that nPd stellate cells
generate spike discharge at frequencies ranging from 25
to 300 Hz during step changes in external electric ﬁeld
strength in vivo. It is interesting that this range falls
within that shown to be capable of generating bursts
during repetitive spike discharge in pyramidal cells. We
have now determined that tSF synaptic inputs can trigger

spike bursts in pyramidal cells in a frequency-dependent
fashion (Fig. 10). We found that during dendritic
recordings, repetitive activation of the tSF pathway
potentiates a subthreshold EPSP to the point of triggering spike discharge within 1–3 stimuli (Fig. 10B). At
stimulus intervals above  10 ms dendritic spikes
evoked during the stimulus train do not change signiﬁcantly (Fig. 10B). However, if the stimulus interval is
reduced below  10 ms, each dendritic spike in the stimulus train undergoes a progressive decrease in the rate
of repolarization, with a corresponding increase in dendritic spike duration (Fig. 10C; n=3). As the interstimulus interval is shortened (i.e. 7 ms) the change in
dendritic spike duration proves to be suﬃcient to eventually block spike backpropagation, as indicated by a
dendritic spike doublet (Fig. 10C, arrow). We have not
yet determined the full frequency- or voltage-dependence of this eﬀect, but these results are important in
revealing the capability of descending synaptic inputs to
generate burst discharge by modifying dendritic spike
properties.
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Fig. 10. Descending synaptic inputs evoke burst discharge through a frequency-dependent process. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the excitatory
recurrent loop between ELL pyramidal cells and nPd stellate cells and a dendritic recording site. Descending tSF synaptic inputs terminate over the
same region as Na+ channels in pyramidal cell proximal apical dendrites (circular shading). (B) and (C) The eﬀects of repetitive stimulation of tSF
inputs on the evoked EPSP, spike and burst discharge. Stimuli are indicated by linked arrows and insets to the right show expanded and superimposed views of the ﬁrst (star, dark trace) and third spike (asterisk, grey trace) in the stimulus trains. Stimulus artifacts have been removed.
Repetitive tSF stimulation at a 10 ms interval (B) potentiates the dendritic EPSP but does not change spike properties. In contrast, tSF stimulation
at a 7 ms interval (C) leads to dendritic spike broadening (see inset) as well as burst discharge, as indicated by the presence of a spike doublet (open
arrow).

4. Discussion

4.1. Dendritic modulation of cell excitability

Our data indicates that ELL pyramidal cells produce
burst discharge over a wide range of frequencies
through a mechanism not previously recognized in any
other bursting cell type. Unlike most bursting cells,
there is no apparent involvement of the more classical
ion conductances (i.e. Ih, IT) that produce subthreshold
oscillations in membrane potential to generate burst
output. Rather, conditional backpropagation depends
only on diﬀerences in basic parameters of Na+ spike
discharge between somatic and dendritic locations. The
simple nature of this process generates a highly reliable
series of events in which spike backpropagation is
eliminated if cell discharge exceeds the dendritic refractory period. Nevertheless, this mechanism is capable of
producing burst output between 5 and 150 Hz; a capability that would be advantageous to a sensory neuron
using burst discharge to signify the occurrence of speciﬁc events in aﬀerent input. It will thus be important to
determine when conditional backpropagation is used to
trigger burst discharge in vivo, and how it can be
modulated to respond appropriately to changing sensory input.
Notably, the detailed compartmental model presented here was comprised of > 1500 diﬀerential
equations. Yet, recent work indicates that conditional
backpropagation can be generated by a reduced
model relying on only six diﬀerential equations, illustrating the simplicity of the underlying mechanism
[12]. Moreover, it becomes clear through use of
dynamical systems and bifurcation theory (not possible with the large compartmental model), that generating
burst
discharge
through
conditional
backpropagation represents a mechanism not recognized in all existing computational burst classiﬁcation
schemes [20].

A role for backpropagating spikes in producing a
DAP at the soma has been suggested for other cell types
[16,17,24,30,72,73]. However, this typically involves the
activation of dendritic Ca2+ currents by a backpropagating Na+ spike; either through focal blockade
of dendritic K+ currents or by coincident activation of
synaptic inputs. We have shown that spike discharge
can be grouped into bursts entirely by modulating dendritic Na+ spikes [13,25]. The decrease in dendritic
spike repolarization that leads to conditional backpropagation can be evoked during current injection but
also by descending synaptic inputs.
It should be noted that the ISI range of 3–8 ms
(125–300 Hz) identiﬁed near burst threshold in vitro is
lower than the usual rate of  20 ms (50 Hz) discharge
reported for pyramidal cells in vivo, at least during
spontaneous activity [3]. However, during evoked
responses, published records would indicate spike discharge occurring at intervals in the order of 7 ms [15].
The ISI values identiﬁed in vitro at burst threshold must
be taken as representative of those required under the
relatively hyperpolarized condition of cells maintained
in vitro. We have also determined that the ISI required
to evoke burst discharge depends on the degree of temporal summation of dendritic spikes, and is therefore
subject to regulation according to the rate of preceding
spike activity [25]. Recent measurements of ISIs during
the presentation of long depolarizations in vitro indicate
a transition from tonic to burst discharge at ISIs of up
to 11 ms (L. Noonan, R.W. Turner, B. Doiron, unpublished observations). We thus expect that even longer
ISIs will be capable of generating burst output in vivo
when the additional eﬀects of background synaptic
depolarizations and associated change in dendritic conductance come into play.
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A second means for dendrites to modulate burst output relates to cell structure and the extent of active
dendritic conductances. Modeling studies indicate that
the ability for dendritic Na+ conductance to produce a
DAP increases with the ratio of dendritic to somatic
surface area [31]. The properties of backpropagating
spikes are also highly regulated by the structure of the
dendritic arborization [66]. Both of these factors may be
very important to burst discharge in the ELL, as Bastian et al. have reported a strong correlation between
the length of pyramidal cell apical dendrites and the
propensity to generate burst discharge in vivo [2,3]. We
are uncertain as to the extent to which dendritic structure
has aﬀected estimates of burst threshold in vitro, but it
may account for why up to 40% of pyramidal cells do
not appear capable of generating spike bursts [25].

AptKv3.3 kinetics in the on-cell mode to preserve
potential intracellular modulators. Regardless, the ability to reproduce all the factors involved in conditional
backpropagation through a single kinetic process
(cumulative inactivation) presents a strong case for the
occurrence of this phenomenon in intact pyramidal cells.
Another possibility that must be remembered is that
AptKv3.3 channels represent only one potential contributor to frequency-dependent changes in dendritic
spikes. For instance, our most recent work indicates that
persistent Na+ current (INaP) can signiﬁcantly enhance
dendritic spike broadening and DAP potentiation in a
voltage-dependent fashion (B. Doiron, L. Noonan, R.W.
Turner, unpublished observations). Future work will
likely identify additional ion channels that contribute to
frequency-dependent aspects of burst discharge.

4.2. Modulation of burst discharge by dendritic K+ current

4.3. Role of burst discharge in electrosensory processing

Our modeling studies reveal that a cumulative inactivation of dendritic K+ current is a highly eﬀective
means of producing not only the required dendritic
spike broadening but virtually all aspects of conditional
backpropagation. A cumulative inactivation of K+
current is a predicted and frequent consequence of
channels that exhibit a voltage- and time-dependent
inactivation [22,43,48,60]. It is thus signiﬁcant that we
have identiﬁed a high density of the slowly inactivating
AptKv3.3 channel in dendritic regions, as it represents a
current most likely to contribute to frequency-dependent spike broadening. The ability for this current to
modulate burst output was also directly demonstrated
through focal drug ejections in the dendrites (Fig. 7).
Despite this, we found the need to implement cumulative inactivation in the compartmental model through
the dendritic current IDr,d [13]. This was necessary since
the high voltage threshold for AptKv3.3 channels prevented this current from producing a suﬃcient change
in dendritic spike repolarization in the model to generate burst output. This may be due to the fact that
AptKv3.3 kinetics in the model were based upon those
recorded for AptKv3.3 channels expressed in isolation in
HEK cells. Although these kinetics are similar to those
recorded by patch clamp analysis in dendritic regions, all
these recordings were carried out in the outside-out patch
recording conﬁguration, which can potentially wash out
modulatory factors. In this regard, it was recently shown
that the V1/2 for Kv3.1 channel activation and inactivation is shifted by up to 20 mV by dephosphorylation
[28]. Kv3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 channels are also modulated by
PKC and PKA [1,10,11,21,38,49]. It is thus entirely possible that AptKv3.3 channels are diﬀerentially modulated
between somatic and dendritic locations, which increase
the contribution of these channels to burst output.
Resolving this discrepancy between model and
experimental work will require further analysis of

Burst discharge has been recorded in vivo during the
presentation of a randomly ﬂuctuating external electric
ﬁeld [15,37]. These studies indicated that spike bursts
are preferentially generated during up- or down-strokes
in the electric ﬁeld in a manner that was highly consistent with their identiﬁcation as E- or I-type pyramidal
cells. As such, these authors identiﬁed feature extraction
as one role for burst discharge in pyramidal cells, as has
been found in other sensory systems [26]. A recent study
of spontaneous activity in pyramidal cells in vivo
reported diﬃculty in ﬁnding consistent evidence of the
spike pattern and doublet discharge indicative of conditional backpropagation [3]. However, it is diﬃcult to
compare in vitro to in vivo data at this point given differences in burst detection methods, and the potential
requirement for an appropriate stimulus to increase the
probability for conditional backpropagation.
The potential role for burst discharge to be involved
in the frequency tuning of pyramidal cells across sensory maps is still a matter of question. We have preliminary data in vitro that establish clear diﬀerences in
ion channel gradients that increase the ability to generate burst discharge in LS as compared to CMS pyramidal cells (unpublished observations). One study in
vivo speciﬁcally examined the potential for diﬀerences
in burst discharge for feature extraction across ELL
maps, but could not ﬁnd convincing evidence [37]. We
can only assume that uncovering diﬀerences between
maps may depend on speciﬁc patterns of input that have
not been identiﬁed or tested at this time. One contributing factor may be the pattern of descending
synaptic feedback. It is interesting that tSF inputs are
capable of triggering conditional backpropagation
(Fig. 10). Moreover, the 7 ms ISI (140 Hz) discharge
rate that induced this eﬀect is well within the range
found for tSF aﬀerent inputs in vivo [7]. Further support for the inﬂuence of synaptic depolarization was
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provided in a recent study that reduced the incidence of
burst discharge in vivo by blocking AMPA receptors in
the dorsal molecular layer [3]. Burst discharge may then
be readily evoked by synaptic feedback to enhance
activity in focal populations of pyramidal cells, a result
that would be consistent with the proposed role for
feedback as part of a searchlight mechanism [5,6]. An
increase in burst output in response to synaptic feedback
could well serve the purpose of shifting pyramidal cells
from a mode of stimulus estimation to stimulus detection
[15,37,54]. This is an issue that can be carefully examined
in the future using a combination of pyramidal cell
recordings and the compartmental model after incorporating realistic descending synaptic feedback.
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